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THE ZILLERTAL ALPS 

BY COLIN W. WYATT 

N September r, 1935, Mr. Kenneth Smith of the Alpine Ski Club 
and myself set out on a ro-day tour of the Zillertal Alps, with 
Karl Hortnagl of Steinach-am-Brenner as guide. Our time 

was unfortunately limited to ro days, which meant that our route had 
to be carefully worked out on paper beforehand and gave us no time 
for any deviations or additional climbs beyond the main peaks we had 
decided upon. This did not matter overmuch, since our main object 
was to get a good working knowledge of the range with a view to 
returning some other year for more detailed exploration. 

We left our base at Mayrhofen, at the head of the Zillertal, altitude 
630 m., on the morning of the rst. In perfect weather, we started 
the trip with a long and rather tedious walk up the approximately 
I 5-kilometre-long Stilluppgrund, a very lovely if exceedingly hot valley. 
We reached the Grtine-wand Haus, the last of the four Wirtshiiuser 
tactfully scattered along its length, after about 5 hours' walk and were 
fortunate enough to coincide with the daily departure of the provision
mule for the Kasselerhtitte, which obligingly took our rucksacks and 
gave us an excuse for a bottle of much-needed beer before tackling the 
final 2 hours up to the hut. We reached this very comfortable and 
recently-built hut after 7 hours' going from Mayrhofen. We had filled 
our hats full of raspberries and bilberries picked on the way up from 
the Griine-wand Haus to serve as dessert for dinner, since it would be 
the last fresh fruit we should taste for some time. 

The next morning, the 2nd, we left the hut at 6.30 for the Wollbach
spitze, 3210 m. The way led up through scree to the foot of the 
Stillupp Kees (Kees =glacier) and over this practically crevasseless 
snowfield to a roo-ft. ice slope leading to the Wollbachjoch, up which 
we had to cut steps. On the pass, which marks the Austro-Italian 
frontier, we met a young peasant who informed us that he had just 
arrived on the col, having dodged the ever-watchful carabinieri in the 
Venezia Tridentina (South Tyrol) valley below, whence he was about 
to make his way on to Germany where work would be found for him 
and a hotter climate safely avoided. We gathered that he was but one 
of many taking this way out of what they consider an intolerable 
situation. 

From the col the way led up an easy rock scramble of about rooo ft. 
to the summit, from which we had a magnificent view from the eastern 
Tyrolese Alps through the Dolomites to the Order and Switzerland. 
Behind us lay the Vordere- and Hintere-Stangenspitzen, respectively 
3120 m. and 3227 m., of which the latter looked quite interesting, but 
we were working against time and had to reach the next hut that 
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evening. To the W. rose the extremely imposing N.E. face and E. 
arete of the Grosser I.i>ffler, our next peak, both of which would 
obviously give very fine climbing indeed, especially the arete. We 
returned to the Kasselerhtitte in rt hours, had a quick lunch and an 
hour's sunbath while digesting, and then set off for the Greizerhiitte 
v£a the Lapenscharte. We contoured for a long while up and down 
under the Grosser Loffier, crossing the tongue of the Loffier Kees, and 
then up an interminable zigzag scree path to the Lapenscharte, 
2700 m., which we reached after 3 hours, and then down a similar path 
on the far side to the hut in a further 45 minutes. The view from· the 
top was very fine, looking back to the peaks we had left and ahead to 
the precipices of the Grosser Morchner and Zsigmondyspitze. The 
Greizerhtitte is small but quite comfortable and is a better centre than 
the Kasseler ; the best tours are the Gr. Loffier, W. face and N. arete. 
The latter, I was told, being a very fine climb, as are the N. face of the 
Floitenspitze, climbed for the first time a month previously, the 
Schwarzenstein, and the N.E. ridges and faces of the Gr. Morchner 
and Zsigmondyspitze. 

We awoke the following morning to ominous weather, but decided 
none the less to set out for the Grosser Loffier. This is mostly an ice 
climb, the full beauty of which we were unable to appreciate owing 
to the sudden onslaught of a howling blizzard later accompanied by 
rain, which caught us within 2 hours of leaving the hut while we were 
negotiating the icefall near the foot of the glacier. For the next 
2 hours we zigzagged to and fro through the large crevasses, having 
to cut steps for a great part of the way, the ice being bare and in places 
steep. We cursed the wind which blew the chips into our faces and at 
times threatened to blow us out of the steps. To add to our discomfort 
rain came on three-quarters of the way up and, when we finally reached 
the foot of the rocks about half an hour from the summit, visibility 
was reduced to 20 yards. We reached the top, 3376 m., after 4 hours 
and crouched there in the lee of a rock for a brief snack, regretting the 
glorious view we knew Jay around us but now shut out by the clouds. 
We then retraced our steps, arriving back at the hut, 2203 m., wet 
through and ravenous. The afternoon was spent in enforced idleness, 
as was the whole of the next day apart from a dismal sortie in the rain 
and mist for some fresh air, when we brought back for slight consola
tion five edelweiss and two small crystals. 

The morning of the 5th showed some breaks in the clouds and 
promise of glimpses of sun and, fearful of getting behind schedule, 
we set out for the Schwarzenstein at 6.45. The weather improved as 
we reached the Floiten Kees, and we had a quite enjoyable climb up 
through the icefall and over a long snow slope to the Trippachsattel 
on the frontier, and so on up, with about 40 ft. of step-cutting, on to 
the enormous, flat snowfield about 2 kilometres long by r broad which 
leads up to the summit of the Schwarzenstein, 3368 m. Over the 
edge of the Trippachsattel we glimpsed the Schwarzensteinhiitte, 
2923 m., where we had meditated taking refuge should the weather 
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turn bad again and which lay a few hundred yards over the frontier. 
We rested awhile on the top and had occasional views across S. Tyrol. 
We then set off on the long plod along the glacier to the foot of the 
Grosser Morchner. We reached the top of this mild scramble in 
I hour from summit of the . Schwarzenstein and 5 hours from the 
Greizerhi.itte. From it we had a superb view of the Gr. Loffier 
towering in front of us and got an idea of the face of the Gr. Morchner, 
which looked most promising, although apparently consisting of rather 
rotten rock. We then plodded down over the glacier to the screes of 
the Morchnerkar, much \vishing we had ski with us, reaching the path 
to the Berlinerhiitte simultaneously with the rain. We were soon soaked 
through to the skin for the second time in three days. We plodded on 
through the rain and mist for ages, finally reaching the stragglip.g pines 

- at the edge of the . tree-line and shortly afterwards the ' hut,' 2040 m., 
the lowest on our whole trip, and quite the most incongruous place 
it has ever been my misfortune to stay in. Together with its various 
outhouses, dairy, etc., it is nothing less than a pretentious hotel, com
plete with single bedrooms, electric light, telephone and central heating. 
We spent but one night there and cleared out thankfully the next day, 
much the poorer for our sojourn, although both members of the 
D. u. CE .A.-V. 

Had the weather been fine and our time-table not endangered, we 
should have liked much to climb the Turnerkamp, 3414 m., which 
our guide told us was one of the best climbs in the range. The weather 
was such that it was impossible, and we set out next day for the Furts
chaglhaus via the Schonbichlerhorn, all of us prepared for more rough 
weather. This was the only dull day of the trip, one long zigzag climb 
up a path to the foot of the rock-ridge, up which a path had been built 
for the benefit of the normal visitors to the Berlinerhi.itte. Most of 
this consisted of uneven steps and, what with a howling wind blowing 
sleet into our faces up over the edge, and the total lack of any view to 
console us, we were thoroughly exasperated before reaching the huge 
wooden triangle denoting the top, 3133 m., after 3! dull hours. More
over, we found the same top covered with rusty sardine tins and 
mouldering orange peel. After 200 ft. of steps on the far side 'Ye 
found a steep snow slope affording a very welcome glissade of some 
soo ft., finally reaching the Furtschaglhaus, 2395 m., after an hour's 
descent. 

We arose on the morning of the 7th to find the clouds lifting but 
the weather still uncertain ; by 8.30 it looked so much better that, 
although rather late, we started off for the Grosser Mosele. One 
party of two Austrians had set out at 6.30 and we could see them 
crossing the glacier near the foot of the rooo-ft. rock-face that began 
about r6oo ft. below the summit. We started off up the moraine at 
a good speed whence we pushed on over the glacier, with its few narrow 
crevasses, towards the said rocky face. Just below this we found two 
large crevasses each with but one very narrow bridge. The rock-face 
proved to be composed mostly of large blocks which took us little 
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time to negotiate and, the clouds lifting as we came on to the soo-ft. 
snow ridge that led to the summit, we were able to catch up the two 
Austrians so ft. below the top, 3478 m., reached after 3 hours' quick 

• gotng. 
The clouds were swirling all around the summit but now and then 

we obtained glimpses across the vast Schlegeis Kees to the ice precipices 
of the Hochfeiler, the highest peak of the range. Half-way down on 
the return the sun came out more, and we revelled in an hour's bask 
after our three days of rain and gloom . 

The hut provided us with the best food I have ever found in any.hut
we were truly lucky to spend our longest period in any one hut, three 
days, in a place with such perfect cuisine. Apart from that it was most 
comfortable and the view round the whole of the Schlegeis Kees from 
the Gr. Mosele to the Hochferner was lovely. The Hochfeiler
Hochferner wall intrigued us chiefly, since these two were our next 
goal and we were uncertain which route to take. The usual route, we 
gathered, was to cross the glacier to the Schlegeisscharte and continue 
round by the Edelrautehiitte and Hintere W eisszintscharte to the 
Wienerhiitte for the night, ascending the mountain from the S.W. on 
the second day. This seemed to us too long, and because after crossing 
the Schlegeisscharte we should be all the time on Italian territory, 
we decided that it would be preferable to attack the Hochferner by the 
less used N.E. ridge, known as the Pfitschergrat, which would bring 
us out at a col midway between the two summits, returning by the same 
route, or theN. ridge, down to the Griesscharte the same evening. 

We set out the next morning at 6.o the day beginning with an annoy
ing but necessary drop of nearly Iooo-ft. to the floor of the valley 
(Schlegeistal) at tgoo m. We then had to scramble up exceedingly 
steep slopes of grass, bilberry, and dwarf alder, all covered in hoar 
frost and very wet and cold. Eventually we got on to the edge of the 
Hochsteller Kees into the sun and proceeded horizontally along this 
at the base of the Hochferner ice wall to the foot of the Pfitschergrat, 
2980 m., which we reached after 3! hours. This ridge, the only rock 
outcrop in the icy face, rose straight above us at an angle of about 
6o0 and looked rather uncomfortably sprinkled with new snow. A 
few swirling clouds about zoo ft. above us kept the sun off, while a 
cold wind had started to blow. For the first 300 ft. all went well, 
albeit rather cold on the hands, but then we struck an area of glaze 
which made the rocks impossible of negotiation. To circumvent this 
we were obliged to descend at an angle northwards into a none too 
firm snow couloir and proceed up this for about I so ft. until we could 
rejoin the ridge above the iced area. Thence onwards we experienced 
no particular difficulty with the exception of one overhang which the 
new snow rendered a bit awkward. We were by now sadly behind 
schedule and on emerging thankfully over the top on to the sun
bathed snowfield leading to the col, we found we had taken nearly 
4! hours to climb the Iooo ft. of ridge. As we arrived on the col the 
clouds disappeared for good and the remainder of the climb, mostly 
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on snow, was as hot as the ridge had been cold and most enjoyable. 
We reached the Hochferner, 3463 m., at 2.15 P.M. and were rewarded 
with a superb view over the whole of the Zillertal and Stubai Alps, 
the Marmolata and Langkofel in the Dolomites, what looked like part 
of the Julian Alps far to the S.E., with the Piz Bernina and Piz Pali.i 
to the west. We sat and basked for half an hour and had lunch ; we 
then recrossed the col and on over the fiat snowfield to the foot of the 
W. ridge of the Hochfeiler. This was a snow walk only, and we 
reached the top, 3510 m., at 3.30 P.M., 9~ hours from the Furtschagl
haus. In view of the late hour and the unexpected amount of new 
snow on the rocks, we decided that it would be unwise to try to return 
the same approximate way to the Furtschaglhaus, and so, with some 
trepidation since vve were without passports, we went down the ridge 
and on to the Wienerhi.itte, well on the Italian side of the frontier. 

We arrived at the hut in an hour, finding it open but uninhabited 
although there were signs of recent occupation everywhere, especially 
in the pile of clean linen kept pressed by a weight that lay on a table 
in the passage. There was no heating and the whole hut was very chilly, 
so we promptly lit the kitchen stove and hunted for food. To our 
dismay, none was to be found anywhere although we found a locked 
door which was presumably the larder and which no inducements with 
various bits -of bent wire could open. Our own supplies consisted of 
two bars of chocolate, 3 inches of salami and a handful of raisins, not very 
much for three hungry men for dinner after a hard day and for break
fast on the next. After much searching we unearthed a large stale 
loaf, rather green in places, and the dregs of someone's coffee in a pot 
in the cupboard. From these remnants we made a moderately satisfy
ing meal and went to bed early with a view to getting away at the 
crack of dawn before any carabinieri could come up from the valley. 

We cooked up the coffee dregs for the second time for breakfast, a 
weak and unpleasant brew, and had a slice of stale bread and one slice 
of salami each, poor Hortnagl complaining that at 2 A.M. he had been 
waked up because his 'Magen hat so geknurrt mit Hunger.' We, 
with smaller frames to nourish, had slept in peace. We set off in the 
shadow up the Glieder Ferner, and after rt hours over the snow came 
to the Untere Weisszintscharte, over which a rock path led us to the 
Edelrautehi.itte, which we approached in trepidation because a large 
Italian flag ':vas flying on the pole. Fortunately no military were there, 
but the hut keeper and her son and daughter gave us the most welcome 
breakfast I have ever eaten. We sat for an hour- and a half, and 
discussed life in general. Conditions in S. Tyrol are in a sorry state; 
no young men are allowed up the valleys for fear that they should 
escape over the passes into Austria, in which case punishment is 
inflicted on the families of those who do so. Keeping a climbing hut 
must be a heartbreaking task, since local visitors never have the vaguest 
ideas of cleanliness or tidiness and always make everything filthy with 
litter lying all around, a fact we had noticed only too well at the Wiener
hi.itte. We settled up for our large meal, left some money for our 
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night at the Wienerhiitte and set on our way well satisfied with our~ 
selves. It took us zi hot hours to reach the Schlegeisscharte, mostly 
scrambling over scree and detritus without a path, and we were thankful 
to reach the foot of the short Weisszint Kees below the col. Looking 
back the view was magnificent, the Dolomites showing up clearly right 
across to the Engadine. 

We crossed the col and were rewarded by the welcome sight of the 
Furtschaglhaus in the distance and the knowledge that once more we 
were on peaceful Austrian territory. As we picked our way through 
the crevasses we had a fine profile view of the Pfitschergrat with, 
beyond it, the rock masses of the Olperer and Schrammacher, our next 
objectives. We reached the hut in Ii hours after a very hot tramp 
down over the Schlegeis Kees where we sat down to a further meal 
and delivered various messages from the Edelraute people. Towards 
sunset we set off again down the path into the valley that we had 
trodden the day before, and afterwards along the river for some 5 kilo
metres to the Dominikushiitte in the Zamsertal, I685 m. Here in the 
pine woods we spent the night, setting off next morning for the Olperer
hiitte. We had intended to go straight to the Alpeinerscharte, climb 
the Schrammacher, a fine rock arete, and down to the Geraerhiitte, 
then traversing the Fusstein by the W. arete to the Olperer on the 
next day. In view, however, of our experience of the new snow on 
the Pfitschergrat we decided much to our regret to leave these out and 
to climb the Olperer v£a the S.E. arete, which would be fairly free 
from snow. We reached the Olpererhiitte, 2388 m., in I! hours, and, 
since by now the clouds had formed again and shrouded both the 
Schrammacher and the Olperer, we were rather glad of our decision 
to call it a day of rest. By 7 P.M. the clouds began to clear again, and 
we had a most imposing view right up the Schlegeistal to the whole 
of the Schlegeis Kees from the Gr. Mosele to the Hochfeiler and 
Hochferner, all lit up by the full moon as clear almost as by day and 
infinitely more beautiful. 

The next day, September I 1, dawned bright and clear ; but it was 
depressing to realise that it would be our last sunrise in the mountains 
for some time. We had an easy plod up the path and over the foot of 
the Gr. Riepen Kees to the foot of the Olperer's S.E. arete, where we 
sat for a few moments on a flat rock and looked back to our mountains 
of the last three days. The ridge proved a most ~musing climb, 
absolutely solid slabs and blocks with two minor chimneys, the last 
100 ft. being a nearly level gradient of some 10 o with a sheer drop on 
each side and a glorious view on the left of the Fusstein's S. arete and 
the Schrammacher's N. arete. Half-way along this our path was 
blocked by an 8-ft. slightly overhanging block, into which some 
thoughtful person had driven four ' haken,' and as we emerged over 
the top, 3t hours from the hut, we were welcomed by a party on the 
summit 50 ft. away. These proved to be two Austrian friends of mine 
who, in anticipation of our being absolutely on schedule, had come up 
from Steinach v£a the Geraerhiitte and theN. arete to meet us. There 
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was not a breath of wind on the top, 3476 m., and we sat and basked 
for awhile before descending via the N. an~te. This unfortunately 
caught the wind, and had quite a lot of new snow on it ; the rocks 
were slabby and smooth, but, owing to this being the main way up, 
were bristling with' haken' at any place which looked at all awkward, 
so that the descent was not particularly interesting, merely very cold. 
The last 200 ft. to the Wildlahnerscharte gave us a high-speed glissade 
over snow to the hot rocks opposite, where we found my Austrian 
friend's wife with a friend. We sat basking and gossiping for an 
hour or so and then continued our way over the fl.attish Gefrorene 
Wand Glacier, past the Gefrorene Wand Spitze, an easy snow and rock 
walk I had been up earlier in the season, reaching the Spannagelhaus, 
2528 m., for a late lunch. Thence we had a fine walk down the moraine 
and on down the valley to Hinter Tux, 1475 m., where we caught the 
local 'bus back to Mayrhofen. 

It had been a very fine trip in spite of the bad weather in the middle 
of it; we were very sorry to return to civilisation. 

Besides the main mountains that we climbed there are a great number 
of minor peaks which would well repay a closer investigation ; most of 
our mountains had at least two variants which would give very fine 
climbing indeed. The huts are very well situated and very com
fortable, and I should say one could spend four to five days in each 
and enjoy different climbs every day. Mayrhofen is easy of access by 
express v£a Innsbruck to J en bach, whence a light railway takes one 
up to Mayrhofen in 2 hours. I should say that the best climbing areas 
are the Olperer group, the Gr. Loffler group, almost entirely rock bar 
theW. face of the Gr. Loffler, and the Gr. Mosele-Hochfeiler group, 
this latter mostly ice. I was particularly attracted by the N. face of 
the Hochferner, which I studied from the Olpererhiitte and which 
should be a very fine ice climb. 

Apart from the Pflerscher Tribulaun and the Kalkkogel, I should 
say that the Zillertal AI ps provide far finer and more varied climbing 
than the Stubai, and are far less of a 'tourist centre,' meaning by 
' tourist ' the Teutonic ' Hiittenbummler ' who in normal times 
crowd the D .u.ffi.A.-V. huts during the season. 

[Note. The new and magnificent D.u.<E.A.-V. 'Zillertal' map, 
3 sheets, I : 25,ooo, is now available. There is also a form of Climbers' 
Guide, D£e Zillertaler Alpen by Hermann Delago, Innsbruck, 1925, 
which is useful. The Hochtourist is NOT recommended. Editor.] 
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